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In the study of linear systems onsmooth curves, it is enough to consider 
base point free linear systems. Indeed, each linear system is obtained by
adding some base points oa uniquely determined base point free linear 
system. In[S], R. Hartshorne defined complete linear systems onintegral 
Gorenstein curves. In [6, Example 1.6.11 heshows that he base point free 
linear systems are not that essential any more. 
In this paper, weintroduce th notion of free linear systems onintegral 
Gorenstein curves. We obtain that each linear system on such acurve is 
obtained byenlarging thebase scheme (see Definition 2.1.2) ofa uniquely 
determined free linear system. Singular points onthe curve can appear as 
base points offree linear systems. We introduce th notion of base-point- 
degree ofa linear system ata point. We prove that, inthe case of free linear 
systems, this number is bounded from above by the kind of singularity. 
Moreover, let r be an integral curve on a smooth surface X and let 
P be a linear system on X. P induces a linear system on L’. We find 
upper bounds for the base-point-degree of thislinear system in terms of 
intersection multiplicities. 
A very useful lemma in the study of linear systems onsmooth curves i
the base point free pencil trick (see, .g., [ 1, p. 1261). Inour context, we 
prove afree pencil trick. This is used in order to prove aresult about free 
pencils on integral plane curves. In my paper [3], this result isessential for 
the study of linear systems onsmooth plane curves. As an application; we 
show that, ifC is the normalization of an integral plane curve f of degree 
d> 12 with 6< 2d - 8 (see (1.1)) then each base point free pencil gdon C 
with ef d- 1 is cut out on r by a pencil oflines onP2. For d < 12 there 
are some exceptions which are described. 
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In his paper [6], Hartshorne estricts his attention t  Gorenstein curves. 
In order to define free linear systems, this restriction seems unnecessary to 
me, but the proof of the free pencil trick uses the Gorenstein property. 
Integral curves onsmooth surfaces arealways Gorenstein. 
1 
In this section we fix some notations a drecall some definitions. A curve 
or a surface isalways assumed to be complete and defined over an 
algebraically losed field k. 
1.1. We refer to[9] for some details of this ubsection. 
In this paper denotes anintegral Gorenstein curve and p: C + r its 
normalization. The function field ofthose curves is K = k(T) = k(C). The 
set of singular points ofr is S and S’ =p -i(S). We write Lo’ (resp. 0) for 
the structure sh af of r (resp. C) and if QE r then (!& is the normalization 
of 8;2 in K. One has 
OQ = (7 (Op : PEP- ‘(Q)} 
The conductor sheaf %? of p is a sheaf of Ideals both in Co and 0’. It 
defines a subscheme ofC (resp. r) with support s’(resp. S). For Q E r, one 
has 
gQ= {f~oh :fgEOb for each gEoQ}. 
We also define 
6, := dim,(OQ/Oh). 
Of course, 6 > 0 if and only if QE S. Since r is Gorenstein, one has 
dim(oQ&) = 2 dim(Uh&) = 28,. 
Let 6 = c (6, : Q E S). It is the difference i  arithmetic genus between C 
and r. 
1.2. Now we recall some concepts from [6]. 
Let X be the constant sheaf on r associated to K.A generalized divisor 
Z on r is a nonzero coherent (Y-sub-Module & of Xx. The set of 
generalized divisors is denoted byGDiv(T). If& is a sheaf of Ideals of0’ 
then 2 is called ffective. In that case, the length of the associated sub- 
scheme of r (identified with Z) is called the degree of Z and denoted by 
deg(Z). IfD is a Cartier divisor nr locally defined byf at Q E r, then 
D + Z E GDiv(r) is locally delined byfYz,a. Each Z E GDiv( r) can be 
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written asZ’ + (-D) with Z’ effective and D an effective Cartier divisor. 
Moreover deg( Z) = deg( Z’) -deg( D) is well-defined. Also,-Z E GDiv( f) 
is defined by$2’ E Hom,(&, 0’) (natural) with 
We call Z, Z’ E GDiv(T) linearly equivalent (Z wZ’) if Z = (f) +Z’ for 
some f E K*. The sheaf associated to ZE GDiv(T) is Y(Z) := 9; ‘. One 
has Z, N Z, if and only if Y(Z,)%9(Z,). If ~EH’(.Y(Z))/{O} then 
(s) +Z is effective and (s,) +Z= (s2) + Z if and only if s, = csz for some 
cEk*. 
1.3. DEFINITION 1.3.1. A generalized linear system g; on r is defined as
follows. There xists Zoe GDiv(f) with deg(Z,) = d and V, an (r + l)- 
dimensional sub-k-vectorspace of @(9(Z,)) such that 
g;= {(.~)+Z,:.~E V\(O)). 
We also write g; = P( V). If V= H’(Y(Z,)) then we write IZ,I. Inthe 
sequel weuse so, .. s,. to indicate  k-base ofV. In the sequel wealso mit 
the adjective “generalized.” 
We say that QE r is a base point of g; if QE Z for each ZE g;. 
DEFINITION 1.3.2. Ifg; is a linear system onr and Q E r then the base- 
point-degree of g; at Q is defined by
(here 1 means length asan 0,-module). 
1.4. The next lemma will be used for studying linear systems on
normalizations of plane integral curves (see Section 3;see also [4]). The 
lemma is closely related to Theorem 4.6 in [S]. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let g; be a base-point-free lin ar system on C. There xists 
a linear system gi+* on r such that p*(g;+s) is obtainedfrom g; by adding 
the divisor nC defined by(8. (Here p*(g;+,) = {p-‘(Z) (scheme theoretic 
inverse image): ZEg;,,}.) 
Proof: We can describe g> as follows. LetZ, E g> with Supp(Z,) n S’ 
= @. Let Vc H’(-r;P(Z,)) with g;= P(V) and let go= 1; g,; . .. g, be a 
k-base of V such that Zi = (gi) + Z. satisfies Supp(Z,) n S’ = a. Since 
gi/gj E 0: for each P E S’, one has g,/g,E Co8 for each Q E S. Hence 
(gi/gj)gQ=eQcciJ. Let Y+ = Y&o for Q 6 S and let Y&o = %‘o for 
Q E S. This defines ZbE GDiv,(f). Also giYzb = &, defines Z(E GDiv(T) 
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with Y& = $, for Q E S. Since Zb, . . Z: are effective, we have 
VcH”(9(Zo)) and P(V) defines a g;,, on IY The claim of the lemma 
follows from those observations. 
2 
We define the notion of a free linear system on an integral Gorenstein 
curve and we mention some properties. W  also prove the free pencil trick. 
2.1. The following construction is an extension of adding base points o
a linear system on a smooth curve. 
Construction 2.1.1. Let g;= P( I’) with Vc H’(Y(Z,)). For sg E V and 
Q E r we obtain an ideal soYzO,e ofSh. Let 0 #Jo s s~Y~,,~ beanother 
ideal of 0; and let y. be the sheaf of Ideals of0’ defined asyo,o =Jo and 
A, g, =so&o, c.2, for Q’ # Q. Let Zb E GDiv( r) be defined by$ = so ‘fo. For 
each s E V one has sda, = (s/so)Jo c s9& and s&, = s9&,, for Q’ # Q, 
hence sf is a sheaf of Ideals of0’. This proves I/c H”(9(Zo)) and we 
obtain g;, E = lP( I’) c lZ&l. As subschemes of r we have (s) +Zb 3 (s) +Z, 
for each sE V and we have quality on r\ {Q} (and not at Q). Hence E> 0 
and ua( g;+ ,) =ga( g>) +E while cro,( g>+,) =c+(g;) for Q’ # Q. 
Definition 2.1.2. We say that g;,, is obtained from g; by enlarging the
base scheme (at Q; but of course we can make this construction at more 
points). 
DEFINITION 2.1.3. A linear system g; is called free if it can not be 
obtained byenlarging thebase scheme of another linear system. 
More explicitly, for each Q E r and /ZE O~\(so.&,,) one has 
(s,/s,)h 4 0;for some 1 < i < r (see notations f Definition 1.3.1). 
2.2. PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Each non-free g;on r is obtained byenlarging 
the base scheme of a free linear system on r. This free linear system is 
unique. 
ProojI Reversing Construction 2.1.1, we have g; c IZbl and, for QE r, 
it is necessary that 
SO&&Q = f-j ((s,/s)O~ : SEV} := & 
This proves the uniqueness. For the existence, it isenough to prove that 
Zo,o defines a heaf of Ideals Y0of Lo’. Indeed, inthat case, g;is obtained 
by enlarging the base scheme of { (s/s~)~~ : SE I’}. If Q$ (so)+ Zb then 
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clearly ZO,o = 0;. Since (so) + Zb only contains a finite number of points, 
it is enough to prove that I,, # 0 for QE (so) + ZO. But, for sE V, one has 
SO&&Q = (so/s). &h-a c (so/s). 0; hence 0 # s,&;,o c I,, where 
s,&~,~ # 0 because 9& is nonzero and r is integral. 
DEFINITION 2.2.2. Assume g; is obtained from g;-, by enlarging the
base-scheme. If g;-, is free then we say that g;-, is the free linear system 
associated o g; and we write f(g;) =g;-,. If g; is free then we write 
t-k2 = .!G 
For Q E r the intrinsic base point degree isdefined by
f@QW) =aQ(fk;)). 
Of course, f& = 0 for smooth points Q on ZY For Q E S the next 
proposition gives an upper bound for j&o in terms of the singularity at Q. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.3. fap < 6,. 
Proof: We assume that g; is free. Let Z,E~; with l(Ob/.&,) = a, and 
let VC H’(Y(Z,)) with g;= P(V). Let 1 = so, si, .. s, be a k-base for V. 
For Q $ S the claim is clear, soassume QE S. Let PEP-‘(Q). For Zl = 
p-‘((s,) + Z,) one has &,,, =.a(,,,+,,,, . QP = .Y~&~,~. We can assume that 
1(~9~/9~;,~) = ap(p*(g;)). Since c!$ is a discrete valuation ring, it follows 
that &;,P =~,9&~,~ = 9&P for each 1 < i < r, hence SUE 0:. It follows that 
s;EO; and therefore si%YQ c Ol, for 06 i < r. Since g; is free, weobtain 
'QCy&Q, hence aQ d l(Oh/%?Q) = 6,. 
2.3. We are going to prove the free pencil trick for integral Gorenstein 
curves. 
LEMMA 2.3.1. Let {Z, D} c GDiv(T) with D Cartier. For s E H”(9(Z)) 
and f c H”(2’(D)), we haue sf E H’(.Y(D + Z)). 
Proof: Let UC r with .&,I “= d&7;. One has f I u=d-‘g for some 
g E r( U, 8;) and YD + z 1 U = d&. It follows that 
It follows from this lemma that, for VC H’(T(Z)) ak-linear-subspace, 
we have a linear map 
p: V@H”(dp(D))+Ho(9(D+Z)):~si@fit+~s,fi 
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THEOREM 2.3.2. If V defines a free pencil g: on f (in particular 
dim(V) = 2) then 
kerp= {s,~sZf-s1@s2f:f~Ho(.Y(D-Z))}, 
where { sl, s2 } is a k-base of V. 
ProoJ Clearly s10 s2 f- s1 0 s2 f E ker p for each fE H”(9(D - Z)). 
On the other hand, each element ofker pcan be written ass1 Of, - s2 @fi 
satisfying s1 f, = s2 f2. 
Let Q or and let A = Sk,,. Let XD,, =hOh and let I=.&.,. Let 
8 = siYz and Z, =$,e = s,l for i= 1, 2. Let r = sz/s,. One has ~1, =I,. 
Since P(V) is free, one has that zx $ A for xE A \I,. But r =fi lf2 and 
fihEA for i= 1, 2hence zfih =f,heA, so f2h EZ, =s,Z. Similarly, one finds 
f,hEs21. Hence (fibs;‘, f hs;l} cl. 
For gEY-,,= I- ‘, one has { gfi hs; ‘, gf, hs; ’ } c A. Since gh is an 
arbitrary element of Y( -D + Z), it follows that {f*s;‘, f s;‘} c
H”(Y( - (D + Z))) =H”(.Y(D - Z)) (h ere we use Lemma 1.1 in [6], hence 
the Gorenstein property ofr). But f,s; ’ = f1 s; ’ so f2 = s1 f and f, = sa f 
for some fE H’(Y(D - Z)). This completes theproof of the theorem. 
3 
We consider linear systems onintegral curves onsmooth surfaces andwe 
show how our methods can be used to study linear systems onspecial types 
of smooth curves. 
3.1. Let X be a smooth surface and let r be an integral curve on X. It 
is well-known that r is Gorenstein. 
Let P be a linear system on X, hence there exists aninvertible sheaf 9’ 
on X and a k-subvectorspace VC H”(X, 9) with P= P(V). From the xact 
sequence 0 + 5!( -r) -+ 9 + 9@Oo,+ 0 we obtain a k-linear map 
0: V + H”(r, .9’@ Co,) and W= d(V) defines a linear system lF’( W) on r. 
We write P . r for this linear system on r. Moreover p*(P r) is a linear 
system on C and we write P. C :=f (p*(p . r)). We say that P. C is the 
linear system on C induced byP. 
The next lemma generalizes Lemma A-2 in [7] to the integral c se. 
LEMMA 3.1.1. Assume dim( IFP . r) 2 1 and let r, , r, be two general 
elements ofP. For each Q E r one has 
COROLLARY 3.1.2. deg(f(~‘T))B(T,.T)-(T,.rz). 
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Proof of Lemma 3.1.1. Consider the shears ofIdeals J$; Yr, (i = 1,2) on 
X and let Fi; Gi (i= 1,2)~0~,~=,4 with Yr,e=FA, 9r,,a= G,A (i= 1, 2). 
One has 0; = A/FA. Since r, and r2 are general, onehas 
.W<f’, G,>)=WI<F, G,))=Q(~.O 
Also Ti gives rise to Zi Ef ([FD . r)for i= 1, 2. Let Ii (i = 1, 2) be the inverse 
image in A of 9Z,,a. One has 
I( A/Z,) = 1( A/Z,) =fol,( P . T). 
One has Z,/FAc {xEO~: G,x~G~l!lh}, i.e., 
Z,/FA c ker(& @b -+ 6$,/G, 0;: x H G2x). 
Clearly 4 factors through Oh/GlOh and we obtain Z,/(F, G,)A c 
ker($: Coh/G,O’, -+Ob/G,Bh). Since ua-foc,=l(Z,/(F, G,)A), we obtain 
~a-fore61(8h/G,8h)-Z(im~)=i(T,, r; Q)-I(im&). 
Consider Ic/:8b/G,O~ -++Oh/(G,, G2)0b as the quotient map. Clearly 
im 4 = ker II/, hence 
Hence ~1~ -fNe < i(T,, r2; Q). 
3.2. Now, we consider integral plane curves r (of some degree d). The 
next heorem describes free pencils of mall degree on r. For the case of 
sooth plane curves this theorem is essential in my paper [3]. The final 
proposition shows how it can be used to study linear systems onsmooth 
curves with certain plane models. Further results on this ubject canbe 
found in [4]. 
THEOREM 3.2.1. Let ga be a free linear system on r and let Ztzgd. 
Assume that e-C E(d -E) for some EE B. There xists Z’E GDiv(r), effective, 
such that S?(Z) zX”“- ‘(-Z’), where .Y? =CC&( 1). 
Prooj It is enough to prove that H’(J’?+ ‘( -Z)) #O. Indeed, let 
s s HO(%“- ‘( -Z))\ {0} and let Z’ be the ffective gen ralized divisor of 
associated o s. Let Q E r and let & = h ~ ‘Oh. Then &,,p =sh”- ‘9; b 
hence 9;; = (sh”-‘)-‘9z,e and therefore & Q = sh”-19;S1Q since 
[(shE-l)-‘Yz.,e]-l = sh”-‘#;.f, and(X;,‘,))’ L Yz,e (Proposition 1.2 
in [6]). Hence Y(Z) g XE-‘( -Z’). 
4x1 IJS’I-IS 
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Assume H’(&?- ‘( -2)) =0. From the free pencil trick itfollows that 
hO(%“-‘(2)) > E(E + 1) and using the Riemann-Roth and Serre Duality 
(see Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 in [6]) we obtain /z”(&?~*~‘(-Z))> 1. 
Because ofthe assumption d- 2 - E > E - 1, hence E6 (d- 2)/2. 
Let 2 E P(H’(&? *-‘( -Z))). The above argument shows 
ZE P(HO(XdPZPE( -z))), hence there xists some h d d- 2 -E and a 
pencil P of plane curves of degree h without fixed component such that 
gi =f(P . r) (we use here that r is projectively normal). Corollary 3.1.2 
implies that e2 b(d - b) < &(d- a). Taking into account that E6 (d- 2)/2 
and doing some calculations, one finds b <E - 1, which is a contradiction 
to the assumption. 
COROLLARY 3.2.2. Combining Theorem 3.2.1 and Corollary 3.1.2 one 
finds that r has no free linear systems gi for (E - 1)d <e < .z(d- E). 
PROPOSITION 3.2.3. Let r be an integral plane curve of degree d and let 
p: C -+ r be its normalization, Let g: be a linear system on C without fixed 
points. Then gt = C. P for some pencil P of lines on P* in the following cases 
(a) 6<2d--8 ande<d-2; 
(b) 6<2d-lOande=d-1; 
(c) 6=2d-10 and e=d-1 except for d= 11-s and r has 4-E 
singular points of multiplicity 3, E singular points of multiplicity 2, and no 
other singular points (E = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and the genus of C is resp. 33, 26, 20, 
15, 11). 
In those xceptional c ses the only “exceptional” giP 1 on C is the linear 
system induced on C by the pencil of conies through the singular points of r. 
(d) 6 = 2d - 9 and e = d - 1 except in the following cases: 
(i) The exceptional c se of (c) but r has one more singular point 
of multiplicity 2. The genus of C is resp. 32, 25, 19, 14, 10 and C has resp. 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 “exceptional” linear systems g:_ L. 
(ii) d= 12 -E and r has 1 singular point of multiplicity 4, 3 -E 
singular points of multiplicity 3, E singular points of multiplicity 2, and no 
other singularities (E = 0, 1, 2, 3 and the genus of C is resp. 40, 32, 25, 19). 
In those xceptional c ses the only “exceptional” gi-, on C is the linear 
system induced by the pencil of tonics through the singular points of r. 
(iii) d = 9 -E and r has 3 - E singular points of multiplicity 3, E 
singular points of multiplicity 2, and no other singularities (E = 0, 1, 2, 3 and 
the genus of C is resp. 19, 14, 10, 7). In those xceptional c ses there are 
infinitely many “exceptional” g:-, on C. They are all induced by the pencil 
of conks through the singular points of r and one smooth point of r. 
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Remark. Some of the singular points onf mentioned inthe statement 
above can be infinitely n arpoints on r (see [S, Chap. V.31 for this 
terminology). This remark also applies for the proof. 
Proof. The bounds on 6 imply d3 5. Assume < d- 1 and 6 < 2d - 8. 
Because of Lemma 1.4 there xists a linear system gd+ s on r with 
f(p*kL+J)=d. Letgfc=fkd+,) on r. Assume that ga is not induced by
a pencil oflines. Since e’ <e + 6 < 3d - 9, ga is induced bya pencil oftonics 
(Theorem 3.2.1). Since an integral conic is smooth, a general e ement ofP 
is smooth. (Since w can assume that gh is complete, a general e ement of
P is integral.) Let pi, pz, pX, p4 be the 4 fixed points ofP (some of them 
can be infinitely n arpoints!) andlet pi be the multiplicity of p, on f. 
Smoothness of general e ements of P gives us 
Assume p, 3 pL2 > pL3 3 ,uLq and pLi > 0 if and only if i < k for some k d 4. 
Since e<d- 1, one has 
c(Pi: %i<k)>d+l, 
The contribution of pl,pz, p3, p4 to 6 is given by C ((pf - l.~,)/2 : 1 < id k) 
hence, since 6 < 2d- 8, one has 
~(PLi(PLi-l):l<iik)<4d-16. (2) 
Assume pi 2 5 for each i= 1, . . k. Then, because of(1 ), 
C(Pi(Pi-l):l<i<k)>4 Cpi:l<i<k 24d+4 
> 
and we obtain a contradiction to (2). 
If k = 1, this would imply p, d 4, while-because of (1 )-p, 2 d + 1, 
hence d$3, a contradiction. If k= 2, then pL2 d 4. If pL2 = 4 then p, >, d- 3 
and C(~uf-~i:1<i<2)>,(d-3)2-(d-3)+12 and (2) implies 
d2 - 1 Id+ 40 < 0, which is impossible. In the same way one obtains a 
contradiction in the cases p2 E { 1,2, 3). If k = 3, then pu3 < 4 hence 
p1+p2ad-3. If ~~2.5 then ~~+~~-~,-I*2~4(Cl,+~2)>/4d-12, 
again acontradiction to (2). Hence also p2 < 4. As in the case k= 2 one 
proves this case does not occur. 
If k = 4 then pL4 Q 4 implies a in the case k= 3 that 1-1~ d 4. Then again 
this implies p2< 4. Now, checking a finite number of possibilities for p2,
pL3, pdone obtains the proof of this proposition w thmentioned description 
of the exceptions. 
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Remark. The proof of the xistence forthe mentioned xceptional cases 
above is easy if char(k) = 0. As an example consider the case d= 11 (E =0) 
in the xceptions to (c). 
Take a line L, on P2 and 2 points S, s2 on L, . Take 2 general lines L,, 
L, (resp. L4,L,) through S, (resp. s2). Let s3, s4 be general points onP2 
and consider 3 general lines L,, L,, L8 (resp. Lg, Llo, Li,) through s3 
(resp. s4). Let rc: X -+ P* be the blowing-up of P2 at s,, s2, s3, s4 and let z
be the proper transforms of L, for 16 i < 11. Let D = Ly+ . . . + Lyl. This 
divisor satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3 in [2] (Here we use 
char(k) = 0because the proof of Lemma 3 in [2] uses results from [lo] 
where Horikawa deformation theory for holomorphic maps is used.), hence 
a general e ement p of ID/ is smooth. Itfollows that r= n(F) is a plane 
integral curve as looked for. Moreover, if, e.g., s is the intersection point of 
L, and L4 and rc’: X’-+ P2 is the blowing-up of P2 at s, si ,s2, s3, s4 one 
obtains ina similar way a curve as described in (d)(i). 
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